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Metro Charter Academy Is… 
 

M 
“More.” 

When there is more learning, there is background before it. With knowledge, there comes power; like 
choices for a job or college. More, meaning a greater or additional amount, can mean there is no end to 
learning; there is always “MORE” to learn about. Also, the more interesting the topic; the more fun you 

could have learning about it. 
 

E 
“Excellence.” 

As a student at Metro, I believe we should be learning the best possible lessons; which Metro does 
approve. Not only does this happen, but their ALP’s program helps students “EXCEL” even more than the 

normal classes; which means more classwork to help sharpen their minds. There are also enrichment 
classes available to help students get back on track if they are slightly behind. 

 
T 

“To (Learn).” 
In school, the main focus is, “TO LEARN.” As Metro helps you, the teachers will not only challenge you to 

learn more than normally, they will also try to answer as many questions as possible to make sure you 
understand. Not only do they have a website for parents to stay in contact with the school, 

(www.nhaschools.com/schools/metro) but they can also leave suggestions for their child’s teacher! 
 

R 
“Reach” (out to your options) 

Reach, which means to arrive at; or get as far as, can show how much effort you put into all your 
assignments. To “REACH” out for something, the effort has to be put in, which will lead to success; as 

Metro always shows in their students. With Metro’s hard work that the teachers put in for 700+ 
students to use currently and in the future, there will be lots of top-tier students…coming straight from 

the school! 
 

O 
“Opportunities.” 

Chances are given for every student with the same amount of work, and the same amount of time. 
These chances are often called “OPPORTUNITIES” to make something happen; such as homework or any 
other class assignment given to a student. Altogether, Metro (like no other school), is always willing to 

help anyone inside or outside of the school; causing new students to follow their actions. 
 

METRO… 
“The successful charter school, Metro; More Excellence To Reach Opportunities.” 


